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A manic polynomial M in one variable x over the finite field k, of q elements is 
called even if q = 2 and if x or x + 1 divides M, otherwise M is called odd. We prove: 
THEOREM. Every odd manic polynomial M of degree 2, 3. 4, 5, and 6 over every 
finite field k, of characteristic 2 can be written a sum of 3 irreducible manic 
polynomials except for the case of M = x2 + a (a E k4). 
Together with previous results, this theorem reduces the following conjecture to a 
finite, tractible calculation: 
THE POLYNOMIAL ~-PRIMES CONJECTURE. Every odd manic polynomial M of 
degree >, 2 over every finite field k, can be written as a sum of 3 irreducible manic 
polynomials except for the case of M== x2 + a, a E k,, q even. 6 1988 Academic 
Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let k, be the finite field of q elements and let M be a manic polynomial 
of degree r in one variable x over k,. We call M a 3-primes polynomial if 
there exist irreducible manic polynomials P,, Pz, and P, with deg P, = r, 
deg Pz < r, and deg P, < r such that M = P, + P, + P,. There is one special 
class of polynomials which exist only over the field k,: M is called even if 
q = 2 and if either x or x + 1 divides M, otherwise M is called odd. In this 
paper we shall prove: 
THEOREM I 1. Let k, be the finite field of q elements where q is a power 
of 2 and let M be an odd manic polynomial over k,. Zf the degree of M is 3, 
4, 5, or 6, then M is a 3-primes polynomial. If the degree of M is 2 and if M 
is of the form x2 + TX + a with t # 0, then again M is a 3-primes polynomial. 
This result provides another step along the way toward a solution to the 
following conjecture: 
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THE POLYNOMIAL ~-PRIMES CONJECTURE. Every odd manic polynomial of 
degree r 2 2 over every finite field k, is a 3-primes polynomial except for the 
case of q even and M = x2 + c( (a E k,). 
In addition to Theorem 1.1 above, the results in hand at present are the 
following: 
THEOREM (D. R. Hayes). For every degree r > 5, there exists a q, 
(depending on r and decreasing as r increases) such that if q 2 qr, then every 
odd manic polynomial of degree r over k, is a 3-primes polynomial. 
See [4, Chaps. 6 and 71 for the proof of this difficult result. In the 
Appendix of [4] the actual values of the upper bounds for the numbers q, 
are calculated. We note here that in [3], Hayes proves a “Polynomial 
Three Primes Theorem,” but with a somewhat different statement of the 
problem itself. Specifically, there he seeks representations of an arbitrary 
rth degree polynomial M in the form 
M = LYP, + BP, + yP3, 
where each Pi also has degree t. Also: 
THEOREM (G. Eflinger). If q is odd and if deg M = 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6, then 
M is a 3-primes polynomial; and if deg M = 7 and q >, 203 (and is odd), then 
again M is a 3-primes polynomial. 
See [2, Theorem 1.11. The combination of these three results together 
with the calculation in the Appendix of [4] now reduces the Polynomial 
3-Primes Conjecture to the finite (and apparently tractible) calculation 
shown in Table 1. 
The following result tells us that the above conjecture is the “best 
possible”: 
PROPOSITION 1.2. (a) For q even, the polynomial M = x2 + c1 (a E k,) is 
not a 3-primes polynomial. 
TABLE I 
For odd polynomials 
of degree 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 I5 16 17-20 21-24 25-33 34-41 
We must still check 
all fields of order 
less than 199” 97 47 29 23 17 13 11 9 8 I 5 4 3 
n And the single case q = 256. 
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(b) For q=2, ifM is a polynomial which satisfies: 
(1) M is of the form M = x(x + 1) M’ for some M’ E k, [xl and 
(2) M+ 1 is not irreducible, 
then M is not a 3-primes polynomial. 
Proof: (a) If M = P, + P2 + P,, then of necessity P, = x + Al’ and 
P3 = x + a’, so P, = M - Pz - P3 = x2 + (c( + ~1’ + a”), which is not 
irreducible since squaring is an automorphism in characteristic 2. Hence M 
is not a 3-primes polynomial. 
(b) Let M satisfy the two-stated conditions. Over k,, a polynomial M 
has an even number of nonzero terms if and only if it is divisible by x + 1 
(easy exercise), and so x + 1 is the only irreducible over k, with an even 
number of terms. We also observe that if we add two polynomials over kz 
both of which have an even (or odd) number of terms, then the sum will 
have an even number of terms, and if the summands have opposite 
“parity,” then the sum has an odd number of terms. Now suppose that 
M= P, + P2 + P,. By condition (1) then, not all three of P,, P,, and P3 
can have an odd number of terms, so P, (say) must be x + 1. Also by con- 
dition (l), not all of P,, P,, and P, can have one as their constant term, so 
P, must be x. We are left with P,=M-(x+1)-(x)=M-l=M+l, 
which is not irreducible by condition (2). Hence M is not a 3-prime 
polynomial. 1 
For example, for every r 3 1, M = x4r + xZr is not a 3-primes polynomial 
since M+1=~~‘+x~‘+l=(~~‘+x~+1)~, 
We shall dispose of the easy cases of Theorem 1.1, i.e., r = 2 and 3, in 
Section 2, the somewhat harder cases r = 4 and 5 in Section 3, and then the 
fairly difficult case r = 6 in the final two sections. 
2. USING THE FIRST COEFFICIENT: THE CAKES r= 2 AND 3 
As in [2, Sections 2 and 33, we exploit the connection between 
irreducible monk polynomials of degree i over k, and primitive elements of 
k,,. We shall assume in all that follows that all polynomials are manic and 
that q is even. We need the following: 
DEFINITION 2.1. If M=x’+zx’-‘fa~‘-~+~x’-~+ . . . , then t is 
called the first or trace coefficient of M, a is called the second coeffkient, 
and so on. 
The cases of quadratic and cubic polynomials are handled by the 
following easy result: 
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PROPOSITION 2.2. Let z E k, and let r > 2. Then there exists an irreducible 
(manic) polynomial of degree r whose first coefficient is t except for the case 
r = 2, z = 0. 
Proof: See [2, Proposition 2.21. We note that exceptional case occurs 
because k, = kernehtrace: k,z -V kq) when q is even, so there are no 
primitive elements in ky2 with trace = 0. m 
We now solve the case r = 2. Let A4 be a quadratic polynomial over k,, 
so M= x2 + rx + a, and we shall assume that r # 0. By Proposition 2.2 
there exists an irreducible P, =x*+tx+a’, so letting P,=x+a and 
P, = x + a’, we obtain M = P, + P, + P,, as required. 
The case r = 3 is slightly more complicated. Let A4 = x3 + TX* + ax + /3. 
We claim first that if q> 2, then there must exist at least two distinct 
coefficients a; and a; such that P,,, =x3 + (z + 1) x2 + a;x + fl; and 
P,.* =x3 + (t + 1) x2 + a;x + 8; are both irreducible (for some 1; and 8;). 
If not, then r + 1 is “matched” with some unique a& and so letting fi’ range 
over k4\ (0) there would exist at most q - 1 irreducibles with first 
coefficient t + 1. But by the proof of Proposition 2.2, the (q3 - q)/3 cubic 
irreducible are evenly divided among the q possible trace values, so we 
know that there exist exactly (q* - 1)/3 irreducibles with first coefficient 
r+l.Inorderthat(q*-1)/3,<q-1 wemusthaveq+1<3,ie.,q<2,as 
claimed. 
Suppose first that q> 2, then by the above argument we may select 
P,=X3+(T+1)X2+dX+fi’ SO that a+a’+l#O. Now by 
Proposition 2.2 we may select P, = x2 + (a + a’ + 1) x + p”, and letting 
P3=x+(p+/?‘+/?“), we obtain M=P,+PZ+P3. 
Now suppose that q = 2. There are eight manic cubic polynomials over 
k2, and we simply display “3-primes representations” for each, using the 
facts that x3 + x2 + 1, x3 +x + 1, and x2 +x + 1 are all irreducible: 
x3=(x3+x*+1)+(x~+x+1)+(x) 
x3+ 1 =(x3+x2+ 1)+(x*+x+ 1)+(x+ 1) 
x~+x=(x3+X+1)+(x+1)+(x) 
x3+x+1=(x3+x+1)+(x)+(x) 
x3+x*=(x3+x*+1)+(x+1)+(x) 
x3+x2+1=(x3+x*+1)+(x)+(x) 
x3+x*+x=(x3+x+1)+(x*+x+1)+(x) 
x3+x2+x+1=(x3+x+1)+(x*+x+1)+(x+1). 
We have proved: 
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THEOREM 2.3. Every manic quadratic and cubic polynomial over every 
finite field of characteristic 2 is a 3-primes polynomial except for the case 
A4 = x2 + a(a E kg). 
Having information about the first coefficient suf&es for the cases r = 2 
and 3. For the case r = 4 and 5 we will require information about the first 
and second coefficients, and we can obtain this by looking at quadratic 
forms on inner product spaces. 
3. USING THE SECOND COEFFICIENT: THE CASES r= 4 AND 5 
In order to guarantee the existence of a 3-primes representation of a 
polynomial of degree 4 or 5, we must understand the distribution of 
irreducible polynomials with respect to their first and second coefficients. It 
turns out that the second coefficient following a first coefficient of 0 is a 
quadratic form, and so very specific information can be obtained. We start 
with: 
DEFINITION 3.1. If t E k,,, is primitive with minimal polynomial P, over 
k,, then the ith coefficient of P, is denoted Ci(t). We shall also denote the 
trace coeficient by T(t) (so T(t)= C,(t)). 
We focus attention now on the second coefficient C,(t). It is easy to com- 
pute that CZ(f)=Ci<J,0<i<r--2,1~j<r-L Pi+@. Moreover, by Newton’s 
formula (see, e.g., [S, p. 29]), we can compute C,(t) in terms of T(t). 
We can then calculate: 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Zf t, s E k, and T(t) = 0, then C,(t + s) = C,(t) + 
C,(s) + T(ts). Moreover if a E k,, then C,(at) = a2C2(t). Hence on the 
k,-vector space V = kernel (T: k,, -+ k,), C2 is a quadratic form with respect 
to the inner product t * s = T(ts). 
Proof: See [2, Propositions 3.3 and 3.41. 
Now let V be an n-dimensional vector space over k, which is “non- 
singular” with respect to some inner product *, i.e., there does not exist a 
toe V such that to * s =0 for all SE V. By [ 1, p. 343, we know that there 
exists a basis {ti}:=, for Vover k, such that if t=a,t,+a,t,+...fa,t,, 
then either 
C2(t)=a,a2+a,a,+...+a~ if n is odd, (1) 
or 
C,(t) = ala2 + a3a4 + . ..+(8af_.+a,_,a,+Ba~) if n is even, 
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where either /?=O or Bx’+ x +p is irreducible over k,. We can make 
immediate use of these equations to compute the number of irreducible 
polynomials of some degree r with given first and second coefficients. We 
will need the following: 
PROPOSITION 3.3 (Translation Lemma). For T, ct E k,, let n,(a) be the 
number of irreducible polynomials of degree r with trace coefficient z and 
second coefJicient a. Zf (q, r) = 1 (. l.e., I r is odd), then for every t, the set y 
(n,(a)1 a E k,} is just a permutation of the set (n,(a)] a E k,}. 
Proof: See [2, Proposition 2.31. 
This result says that if r is odd, it suffices to study polynomials with trace 
coefficient 0. 
We are now in a position to tackle the cases r = 4 and 5. We need first to 
understand the distribution of cubic irreducibles, for we shall need this 
information to solve both of these cases. 
So let V3 = kernel (T: ky3 + k,), i.e., dim V3 = 2 over k,, and we observe 
that V, is “nonsingular” with respect to T(ts) since if there existed a to such 
that T (to V,) = 0, then to V, c V,, so t, V3 = V3, so 1 E V,, which it is not. 
Now by Eq. (2) above we know that if te Vz, then 
C*(t) = /?a: + ala* + /?a:. (3) 
We must count the number of solutions of (3) for fixed values of C,(t) as 
aI and a, run through k,. Note that all t # 0 in V, are primitive in k,, since 
3 is odd. 
Case 1. b=O, so C,(t) =aIa2. If C,(t)=O, then there are 2(q- 1) non- 
zero solutions (pick either a1 or a2 to be 0, then pick a nonzero value for 
the other). If C,(t) = a0 # 0, then there are q - 1 solutions. 
Case 2. j3 # 0, j?x’ + x + j? irreducible over k,. Hence C,(t) = 0 has no 
nonzero solutions. If C,(t) = a0 # 0, then we must analyze the equation 
/?a: + a, a2 + pa: = a,. If a2 = 0, there is one solution. If a2 # 0 we divide 
through by its square and D, obtaining 
Since the (q2 - q)/2 irreducible quadratics are evenly distributed between 
the q - 1 nonzero traces, there are (q/2) - 1 irreducibles and q/2 reducibles 
with trace l/p as the constant term differs with a2 E k,\(O). Each reducible 
has 2 solutions, and hence we obtain a total of 2 (q/2) = q solutions. We 
obtain then a total of q + 1 solutions for a0 # 0. 
Each irreducible cubic polynomial over k, corresponds to 3 primitive 
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elements of k,~. It is an easy exercise to verify that if q = 2” where n is odd, 
then q + 1 is divisible by 3, whereas if n is even, q - 1 is divisible by 3. We 
have thus proved: 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Among the irreducible cubic polynomials with trace 
coefficient = 0, 
(a) there are 2 (q - 1)/3 with second coefficient 0 and (q - 1)/3 with 
each nonzero sec,ond coefficient provided q = 2” with n even; 
(b) there are none with second coefficient 0 and (q + 1)/3 with each 
nonzero second coefficient provided q = 2” with n odd. 
Now applying the “translation lemma,” Proposition 3.3, we obtain: 
COROLLARY 3.5. Among irreducible cubic polynomials over k,, q = 2”, 
with trace coefficient T, there exist q - 1 distinct second coefficients if n is 
odd and q distinct second coefficients if n is even. 
We can now analyze the case r = 4. Since the q2 nonprimitive elements of 
k,a all have trace =O, we see that there must be (q3 - q2)/4 irreducible 
polynomials of degree 4 over k, with trace =0 and q3/4 with trace = z0 for 
each r0 # 0. We consider 2 cases: 
Case 1. Suppose q = 2” where n is even. Let A4 = x4 + rx3 + ax2 + 
bx + y. Select P, = x4 + (T + 1) x3 + LY’X* + /TX + y’, and using Corollary 3.5 
select P, = x3 + (a + a’) x2 + (B + fl’ + 1) x + y”. Finally letting P, = x + 
(y + y’ + y”), we obtain A4 = P, + P, + P3. 
Case 2. Suppose q = 2” where n is odd. Suppose that among quartic 
irreducibles with trace z + 1, every second coefficient which appears is 
matched with a single third coefficient, then there can be at most q(q - 1) 
irreducibles with trace t + 1. But we know that there are at least (q3 - q2)/4 
such irreducibles, so (q3 - q*)/4 < q(q - l), i.e., q 6 4, so we must have 
q= 2, 
If we suppose then that q> 2, we know that there exists some second 
coefficient a’ such that 
and 
are both irreducibles and fl; #pi. By Corollary 3.5 we may now select 
P,=x3+a’x2+(fl:+1)x+y” where /3:=& or /3:=/I;, and if P,=x+ 
(y + y’ + y”), we obtain A4 = P,,i f P2 + P,, as desired. 
We are left with the case q = 2. Here there are even polynomials which 
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are not 3-primes polynomials, for example, x4 +x2 (see Proposition 1.2). 
Suppose, however, that A4 is odd, so in particular M’s constant term is 1, 
then we may choose P, an irreducible quartic so that M- P, = 
x3 + t’x2 + tl’x. We need only establish now that the 4 polynomials of this 
type can be written a sum of two irreducibles. But 
and 
x3=(x3+x+1)+(x+1), 
x3+x=(x3+x2+1)+(x2+x+1), 
x3+x2=(x3+x+1)+(X~+x+1), 
x3+x2+x=(x3+x2+1)+(x+1). 
Hence every odd quartic over k, is a 3-primes polynomial, and we have 
established: 
THEOREM 3.6. Every odd fourth degree polynomial over every finite field 
of even characteristic is a 3-primes polynomial. 
We now move to the case r = 5, which is somewhat more complicated 
than the previous case. Since 5 (like 3) is odd, the analysis is similar in 
detail to the cubic analysis done in establishing Proposition 3.4. Let 
V, = kernel(trace : k,s + k,), so that dim V, = 4 over k,, and there is a 
basis for V, such that if tE V,, t=a,t,+a2t2+a3t3+a4t4, then 
(4) 
Case 1. B=O, so that C2(t)=a,a2+a3a4. First suppose that 
a, a2 + a3a4 = 0. We compute the number of nonzero solutions by breaking 
the total into summands by the number of zeros among the a/s: 
3 out of 4 zero: 
4 
0 
3 (4-- 1)=4(q- 1) 
2 out of 4 zero: 
2 2 
( )( > 
1 1 (4-l)2=%P-1)2 
1 out of 4 zero: no solutions 
Ooutof4zero: (q-l)(q-l)(q-l)=(q-1)3 
Total: 4(q-1)+4(q-1)2+(q-1)3=(q-l)(q+1)2 
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Now suppose aI a, + a3clq = a0 # 0. We again break down the total: 
3 out of 4 zero: no solutions 
2 out of 4 zero: 2(q - 1) 
1 out of 4 zero: 4(q - l)* 
0 out of 4 zero: (q - 1 )* (q - 2) 
Total: 2(q-1)+4(q-1)*+(q-1)*(q-2)=(q-1)q(q+~) 
We note that we can “check” our totals by observing that there are q4 - 1 
nonzero elements with trace 0 in kq5, and we have 
( # of zero solutions) + (q - 1) ( # of nonzero solutions) 
=(q-l)(q+l)*+(q-l)(q-l)q(4+1) 
=(q-l)(q+1)C(q+1)+(q-l)ql 
= (q* - i)(q* + 1) = q4 - 1, as required. 
Case 2. p #O, so that C,(t)= a,ct2 + flu: + a,a,+ Paz. First suppose 
that a, a2 + pa: f ct3a4 + j?af = 0. Using the argument which established 
Proposition 3.4 above we break up the total: 
ct3 and a4 zero: Z(q - I) 
at least one a3, a4 # 0: (q* - l)(q - 1) 
Total: 2(q-l)+(q*-l)(q-l)=(q-l)(q*+l) 
Now suppose CL~O/~ + fla: + a3ct4 + pai = a,, # 0. We break up the total: 
Pa:+cc,cr,+Pa:=a,: (q+ 1)(2(q- l)+ 1) 
(see the proof of Proposition 3.4) 
Ba2,+a3a4+BaZ,#ao,#O:(q+l)(q-2)(q-1) 
/?u~+ct3a4+j3a,2=O: l(q-1) 
Total: (q+1)(2q-l)+(q+l)(q-2)(q-l)+(q-1) 
=(q+l)(q2=q+1)+(q-1)=q(q2+1) 
Again we may “check” by computing: 
( # of zero solutions) + (q - 1 )( # of nonzero solutions) 
=(q-l)(q2+1)+(q-~)(q)(q2+l)=(q-l)(q2+l)cl+ql 
= (q2 - 1 )(q* + 1) = q4 - 1, as required. 
641/29!3-9 
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There are 5 primitive elements of k,s for each irreducible fifth degree 
polynomial over k,. It is easy to check, if q= 2” where n is even, that 5 
divides (q - l)(q + 1) = q2 - 1, whereas if n is odd, then 5 divides q* + 1. 
We have thus proved: 
PROPOSITION 3.7. Among irreducible fifth degree polynomials with trace 
coefficient = 0 over k,, q = 2”, 
(a) there are (q- l)(q+ 1)2/5 with second coefficient = 0 and 
(q - 1) q(q + 1)/5 with each nonzero second coef’jcient provided n is even; 
(b) there are (q- 1)(q2 + 1)/5 with second coefficient = 0 and 
q( q2 + 1)/5 with each nonzero second coef)cient provided n is odd. 
Applying the translation lemma (Proposition 3.3) we have the following 
result which will be needed below: 
COROLLARY 3.8. Suppose q = 2” where n is odd, then for z, a E k,, there 
exist at Ieast (q - 1 )(q2 + 1)/S irreducible fifth degree polynomials with trace 
coefficient T and second coefficient a. 
We are now in a position to prove: 
THEOREM 3.9. Every odd manic fifth degree polynomial over every finite 
field of characteristic 2 is a 3-primes polynomial. 
Proof Let q = 2” and let M= x5 + rx4 + ax3 + /Ix2 + yx + S. 
Case 1. Suppose n is even, By Propositions 3.3 and 3.7 there exists an 
irreducible P, = x5 + tx4 + (a + 1 )x3 + p’x* + y’x + S’, and by Corollary 3.5, 
there exists an irreducible PZ = x3 + (/I + fi’) x2 + (y + y’ + 1) x + 8”. Letting 
P3 = x + (6 + 6’ + S”), we obtain M= P, + P2 + P3 as desired. 
Case 2. Suppose n is odd. This case is slightly more complicated since 
according to Corollary 3.5, one second coefficient is “missing” among cubic 
irreducibles with any fixed trace. We claim that if q > 2, among fifth degree 
irreducibles of fixed trace and second coellicient, then there exists a third 
coefficient for which there must exist at least two distinct fourth (i.e., linear 
term) coefficients. Were this not the case, then there.could exist at most 
q(q- 1) irreducibles with the fixed first two coefficients, but by 
Corollary 3.8 there are at least (q - 1)(q2 + 1)/5 such polynomials. Hence 
(q - 1)(q2 + 1)/5 < q(q - l), i.e., q* - 5q + 1 ,< 0, i.e., q = 2 since n is odd. 
Hence we first assume that q > 2, and so by the above argument, we 
know that there exists a /I’ E k, such that 
P ,,,=x5+rx4+(a+1)x3+fl’x2+y;x+& 
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and 
are both irreducible with y; #yr;, and by Corollary 3.5 there exists an 
irreducible 
P, = x3 + (p + 8’) x2 + (y + y; + 1) x + 6”, 
where y: = y’, or y: = y;. Letting P, = x + (6 + 8: + S”), we obtain 
M=P,,j+PZ+P3. 
We are left with the case q = 2. Again, there are even polynomials here 
which are not 3-primes polynomials; for example, since x5 +x4 + 1 = 
(x3 + x + 1 )(x2 + x + 1) and hence is not irreducible, Proposition 1.2 tells us 
that M= x5 + x4 cannot be a 3-primes polynomial. Suppose then that M is 
odd, so in particular M’s constant term is 1. By Propositions 3.3 and 3.7, 
we know that there exists an irreducible P, of degree 5 so that M-P, = 
x3 + r’x’ + a’x, and now we proceed exactly as at the end of the proof of 
Theorem 3.6. This completes the proof. 
4. USING THE THIRD COEFFICIENT: 
AN ANALYSIS OF FOURTH DEGREE IRREDUCIBLES 
Polynomials of degree greater than 5 may not be analyzed entirely using 
the techniques of the previous sections because information about the first 
two coefficients of irreducibles is no longer sufficient. In [2], an entirely 
different analytical approach is used to obtain a good asymptotic result for 
polynomials of degree 6 and 7 over odd finite fields, but the method there 
depends in crucial ways on the odd characteristic of the base field. In this 
and the next section we give an “elementary” proof that all odd sixth 
degree polynomials over all even finite fields are 3-primes polynomials, this 
argument depending crucially on the euen characteristic of the field. 
The idea is as follows: we shall show that among fourth degree 
irreducibles with fixed first and second coefficients, there always exist at 
least q - 1 distinct third coefficients provided that the first coefficient is not 
zero. We will then show that this is sufficient to guarantee that every odd 
sixth degree polynomial can be written as the sum of a sixth, fourth, and 
first degree irreducible. Let us proceed then. As always, we assume that q is 
even. 
A word about notation is necessary here. In the following arguments we 
will deal with a variety of trace functions, so we shall denote by “Ti,; the 
trace: k,, + k,. For example, the trace from k44 to k, is denoted T4,1r etc. 
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We must first derive a formula for C,(t) (see Definition 3.1) in terms of 
C,(t) = T4,r(f) and C,(t), and this is the content of our next proposition: 
PROPOSITION 4.1. For tyke”, where q is not a power of 3, 
C,(t) = H)(W3) + C,(t) W2) + C,(t) C,(t)). 
ProoJ: By Newton’s Formula (see, e.g., [S, p. 291) we have 
r-1 
-rC,(t) = c Cj(Z) s,- j(f), 
i=O 
where 5’Jt) = cj”= r tj and { ti}J=, are the roots of P,. Since P, is irreducible, 
we see that Si(t) = C,(ti). Hence 
r-i 
C,(t)= -l/r C Ci(t) Cr(tr-i), 
i=O 
and then since C,(t) = 1 (since P, is manic), we obtain 
C,(f)= -&(t3)+ C,(t) C,(t2)+ C*(f) C,(t)), 
as desired. 1 
COROLLARY 4.2. For q even and for TV kq4, we have C,(t) = 
L/l(f) C*(f) + (L,AN3 + %(t3). 
Proof. - f z 1 (mod 2), and moreover C,(t*) = (C,(t))’ in characteristic 
2, so the stated formula follows directly from Proposition 4.1. 1 
This formula, though somewhat complicated, will yield our desired result 
(Theorem 4.5 below) when we look carefully at elements t E k,+ which have 
fixed nonzero trace and fixed arbitrary second coefficient. Along the way 
we will need the following two crucial results which we establish now even 
though their connection to the end result is not yet apparent. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let b. be a primitive element of k,,2. Consider the 
family i4BlBEk,l f P f o ma s ram kq2 -+ kq2 given by #s(a) = a2 + (b, + /3) a. 
Then the collection {IMAGE(dB) n k, ( /?E k4j consists of exactly q/2 
distinct additive subgroups of k,, each of order q/2. 
Proox (Due to D. R. Hayes. We suspend the trace notation for this 
proof, writing instead “TKIL” for the trace from K to L.) By Hilbert’s 
“Theorem 90,” additive version (see, e.g., [S, Theorem 2.253) the equation 
y* + y = z in kq2 is solvable if and only if TkGlk2(z) = 0. We are starting with 
the equation a2 + (b, + /?) a = a with u E k,. Changing variables by letting 
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a = (b, + 8) y, we get y2 + y = a/(&, + fl)’ which is then solvable if and only 
if TkZlkl(~/(bO+P)‘) =O. Breaking up the trace function, we get 
0 = &k*( Tkq2,kqbl(b0 + P J2)) 
= Tkq,k,(~(Tk,*,k,(ll(bO + 8W). 
For fixed B, then, the set of possible values c( of our original equation 
is just the kernel of 7’,+Jckq) where c # 0 is the constant 
( Tk42,k,( l/(b, + /I)))‘, and hence is an additive subgroup of k, of order q/2. 
Each distinct c gives rise to a different subgroup, so we are left with finding 
the number of distinct c’s as /I ranges over k,. Suppose bg = 6b0 + y where 
4 v&, then 6 # 0 since b, 4 k,. But plugging l/(b,+/?) into the 
polynomial x2 + (S/(/I’ + S/I + y)) x + l/(/I2 + Sp + y), one discovers that 
= MB2 + v + Y) 
(note that p” + Sp +y #O since the roots of x2 + 6x+y are b, and bfj, 
which are not in ky). Now as b runs through k,, the denominator takes on 
q/2 distinct values, so S/(fl’ + Sg + y) does also. This completes the proof. 
We now obtain the key result we will need in the sequel: 
PROPOSITION 4.4. Let W,, W,, . . . . W4,2 be q/2 distinct additive subgroups 
of k, of order q/2, and let W,?’ be either Wi or its complement mi. Then each 
of the 2qi2 unions WF v W: v . . . v Wc12 contains at least q - 1 elements. 
Proof. We note first that if W, is any additive subgroup of k, of order 
q/2, then {u W, I a E ky\ (0) } is the set of all such subgroups, i.e., there are 
q - 1 distinct such groups in k, (see, e.g., [5, Theorem 2.241). If o! #O 
is in k,, then CI is contained in exactly (q/2) - 1 subgroups, for if 
w, = {b;)jf;‘-l, then for each 6, #O, there exists a unique ai such 
that @,Si = CC, so a E ai W, . We observe that if we take q/2 distinct groups 
w, 2 w,, . . . . WV/2’ then a cannot belong to their intersection. Hence 
W,n W,n...n W,,,={O}, so #(W*n w,n..*n wr1,2)=1. 
But now for each i, Wj = kernel (L;) where Li is a surjective linear 
functional from k, to k,. We have just shown that the homogeneous 
system 
L1 
L2 
(4 
(X) = (0) 
c2 
has a unique solution (i.e., 0), and so any inhomogeneous system must 
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have at most one solution. Thus # (nyE_‘, IV:) < 1, so # C&E/=‘, Ii’,*)2 
4-l. I 
We are now in a position to prove the central theorem of this section. 
THEOREM 4.5. Among irreducible fourth degree polynomials over k, 
which have fixed nonzero trace z0 and fixed arbitrary second coefficient aO, 
there are at least q - 1 distinct third coefficients. 
Proof: Select and fix to E ky4 such that T4,,(t0) = r,, # 0 and C,(t,) = a, 
(this is possible by [2, Lemma 3.91, which quarantees the existence of 
exactly q* such elements). Let b0 = T4,2(t0), so 6, E k,z\k, since 
T,,,(b,)=z,#O. If by (to)i we mean {tEkg4)T4,1(tOt)=O}, then (to)l 
is a 3-dimensional vector space over k, and so if V= (to) i n kernel ( T4,,), 
then dim V/k, = 2. Since k, n V = {0}, we see that Vf kq2, so we may 
select v,, E V such that v0 $ kqz. Now we know that T4,* (vO) = y0 E k,\ (0) 
since k, = kernel( TZ,,) and kqz = kernel( T4J. By looking at the elements 
{ aiv,, ( di E k,} we get T4,2(cSiv0) = GiyO = pi, i.e., the “4 over 2” traces of 
these elements run through k,. 
We shall demonstrate, using Corollary 4.2 and Propositions 4.3 and 4.4, 
that there are always at least q - 1 pairs (6, a) with 6 E k, and a E kq2 such 
that the minimum polynomials P, of t = to + 6v, + a all have trace coef- 
ficient T,, and second coefficient a,,, but distinct third coefficients. We do 
this by first fixing 6 and letting a vary, obtaining q/2 distinct third coef- 
ficients (using Proposition 4.3), and then letting 6 vary to obtain at least 
q- 1 distinct third coefficients (using Propositions 4.3 and 4.4). 
So let us now fix i in the range 0 to q- 1 and let ti= to+ Sir+,, then 
Td/l(ti)=to, Td/z(ti)=bO + pi, and by Proposition 3.2, C,(ti) = C,(to) + 
Sf C2(vo) = a, + 6fC2(vO), since v. E ( to)l. 
As i remains fixed, we now take aE kq2. Note that a has the properties 
that T4,, (a)=0 and C,(a)=(T,,,(a))2 since ifx’+r,x+cr, is a’s minimal 
polynomial over k,, then its quartic polynomial is (x2 +t,~+a,)~ = 
x4 + r:x2 + a:. Hence C,(a) = T2,1(a2). Taking the element ti + a, we see 
that 
and 
T4/l(ti + a) = 70, 
C2(fi + a) = G(ti) + C,(a) + T4,,(tia) 
= C2(to) + ~?C~(VO) + T2,,(a2) + T2,,(T4,2(tia)) 
=a0 + ~?C~(VO) + T2,,(a2 + (bo+ pi) a). 
Let Si= {aEk$J T2,1(a2 + (bo+Di) a)=S~C,(v,)}. We observe that 
since T2,1(a2 + (b, +fii)a) is the composition of two additive 
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homomorphisms whose kernels have order 2 and (by Proposition 4.3) q/2, 
respectively, Si has precisely q elements. Now for a E Si, Cl(fi + a) = a,,. By 
Proposition 4.3 and the fact that k,= kernel( T2,,), we see that 
{a* + (b, + pi) a ) a E S,} has the form ai + Ui, for some a, E ky2, where Ui is 
an additive subgroup of k, of order q/2. 
But now let us look at the possible values of the third coefficient of P, for 
t = ti + U. If a E Si, then by Corollary 4.2, 
C,(ti+u)=T,,,(ti+u)C,(ti+u)+(T,,,(ti+~))~+T,,,((ti+a)~) 
= roao+ zi+ T4,,(tf) + T,,,(tfu) + T4,,(tiu2) + T,,,(u3) 
=T~~~+T:+ T4/l(f:) + T*,l((bo+ pi)* a+ (bo+ pi) 0’) +O 
= Toao + T:, + G/At!) + 7’2,,((bo + b,)(a’ + (bo + fl;) ~1). 
As argued above, as a ranges over Si, u2 + (b, + /li) a ranges over a, + Ui, 
SO if X E U,, then 7’2/l((bo + Pi)(ui + X)) = Tz,l((bo + Pi) 0;) + xT2/1(bo + Pi) 
= T2,1((bo+j?i) Ui)+ToX. We conclude then that as a ranges over S,, 
C3(ti+ a) ranges over ci + z. Ui where oi is the constant r,a,+ T; + 
T4,,(ai(bo+ pi)). Letting zoUi= Wi, we see that the C,-values taken on are 
either the subgroup Wi of order q/2 (if (TIE Wi) or are Ipi, i.e., W,‘s unique 
complement coset. 
The index i has been fixed throughout the above argument. We now let i 
run through the values 0 through q - 1. For each i, we obtain (using the 
notation of Proposition 4.4) a set of C,-values WY, and by Proposition 4.3 
we obtain exactly q/2 distinct such sets. Now by Proposition 4.4, their 
union contains at least q - 1 values, and we are done. 
5. SOLVING THE CASE r= 6 
We now have the key which will allow us to solve the 3-primes problem 
for polynomials of degree 6 over even finite fields. Since the irreducible P, 
must itself be of degree 6, we must first obtain lower bounds on the counts 
of irreducible sixth degree polynomials with given trace and second coef- 
ficients. 
First let us suppose that T6,, = T = 0. Let V be any complement of k, in 
kernel ( T6,,), then every t E kernel ( Ts,, ) has unique representation as 
a + B where a E I/ and c E k,. But by Proposition 3.2 we have C,(u + a) = 
C,(a) + C,(o) + T,,,(m) = C,(u) + o2 since C,(o) = 02C2( 1) = a* (C,(l) = 1 
because (“,) = 15 z 1 (mod 2)). Fixing a and letting a range over k, means 
that a2 also ranges over k,, each value being taken on once. Hence as a 
ranges over V, each value gets taken on exactly q4 times. 
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We must, however, remove nonprimitive elements from our count. If 
x E ky3, then T6,,(x) = 0 and C,(x) = ( TJ,,(x))*, so each of the q C,-values 
gets taken on q* times. Hence our final count for primitive elements of kq6 
with zero trace is q4 - q* for each C,-value. 
Now let t # 0. Here the situaton is somewhat more complicated. We 
observe that if t E k,+ s kq6, then T61L(t) = T2jl(f(T6,2(1)) = T2,1(fh so for 
each r # 0, there exists a t E kq2 with T6,1(t) = t. Select and fix t,, E kq2 with 
Ts,,(to)=z#O. Let U= (lo),nkernel(T,,,), i.e., U= {tEkq61T6,1(t,,f)= 
0 and T6,1(f) = 01, then dim U/k, = 4, and now every element of k,a has 
unique representation as to + a + c where a E U and e E k,. Observe that 
a=0 implies that t,, + QE ky-2, so for primitive elements of kq6 we require 
that a # 0. By Proposition 3.2 (and the fact that T,,,(a) = T,,,(a) = 0), we 
obtain 
C,(t) = C2(t0 + a + a) 
= c,(b) + C,(a) + C,(o) + T,,,(w) + T,,,(w) + T,,,(d 
= C,(t,) + C,(a) + CT* + 0 + TO + 0 
= C,(t,) + C,(a) + CT* + TCT. 
As rs ranges over k,, c* + rc takes on q/2 values in the form of an additive 
subgroup W of k,. If C,(t,) + C,(a) E W, then the values of C,(t) range 
through W as c ranges, each value getting taken on twice. If 
C,(t,) + C,(a) # W, the values range through the complement coset of Win 
k,. Hence we must ask for how many a E U\ (0) is C,(a) E W and for how 
many is C,(u) $ W. But U is a 4 dimensional space over k, which is “non- 
singular” (see discussion following Proposition 3.2), so its C,-values were 
fully analyzed in the proof of Proposition 3.7. We may conclude that 
#{aEU\{O)IC*(a)E w>= #{a#O(C,(u)=Oj+(q/2-1)#{alC*(a)= 
cl#O}=(q-l)+(q-l)q(q+l)=(q-l)(q+l)(q2/2+1), or #{aEU\ 
{o}Ic2(~)~W}=(q-l)(q2+1)+(9/2-l)q(q2+1)=(q2+l)(q2/2-1)~ 
depending on the particular quadratic form. On the other hand, 
#{aEU(C*(u)~W}=q/2#{a~C2(a)=cr#O}= (q/2)(q-l)q(q+l) = 
(q*P)(q - 1 )(q + 1) or (qP)(q)(s* + 1) = (q2/2)(q2 + 11, depending on the 
form. Then, as already observed, as c ranges over k, each value gets taken 
on twice, and so we conclude that # {t E k,6\kg2 ( T6,1(t) = T # 0 and 
C,(t)=a} is (q*- l)(q*+2) for half the values a and (q*+ 1) q* for the 
other half, depending on the quadratic form. However, since each 
irreducible sixth degree polynomial over k, corresponds to 6 primitive 
elements of kq6, and since neither q* + 1 nor q* - 2 is ever divisible by 3 
(since q* - 1 = (q - l)(q + 1) which is always divisible by 3), we see that the 
latter counts above cannot apply. We have proved then: 
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PROPOSITION 5.1. The number of manic irreducible sixth degree 
polynomials over k, with trace coefficient 0 and second coefficient a is 
(q2- l)q*/6 for each aEk,. The number with trace coefficient z # 0 and 
second coefficient a is (q2 - 1) q2/6 for half of the values a and 
(q2 - 1 )(q2 + 2)/6 for the other half of the values a. 
We need one more result which will guarantee that if q is large enough 
(q> 8), then the pieces will lit together properly allowing us to use 
Theorem 4.5 to achieve our goal. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. If q > 8, then for every fixed first and second coef- 
ficient, there exists a fourth coefficient such that there are irreducible sixth 
degree polynomials with that fourth coefficient and with at least two distinct 
third coefficients, and for each of those third coefficients there exist at least 
two distinct fifth coefficients. 
Proof Suppose that the conclusion is false, i.e., suppose that there 
exists a combination of first and second coefficients which have the 
property that, for every fourth coefficient, either only one third coefficient 
appears, or each third coefficient which appears is matched with only one 
fifth coefficient, or both. In the first case, running through all possible 
fourth coefficients and allowing full contribution from the fifth and sixth 
coehicients (the last cannot be zero), there could be at most q2(q - 1) 
irreducible sixth degree polynomials with those first and second coefficients. 
In the second case the third, fourth, and sixth coefficients may vary, giving 
us again q2(q - 1) polynomials at most. If both cases obtain, we get a 
maximum of q(q - 1) possibilities. We conclude that if the conclusion of 
our proposition fails, there could be at most q2(q - 1) + q2(q - 1) - 
q(q - 1) = (q - 1) q(2q - 1) sixth degree irreducibles with the given first and 
second coefficients. But by Proposition 5.1, there are at least (q2 + 1) q2/6 
such polynomials. Hence (q2 - 1) q2/6 < (q - I ) q(2q - 1 ), so (q + 1) q < 
12q - 6, i.e., q* - 1 lq + 6 < 0, which forces q < 8. This completes the proof. 
We are now in a position to use Theorem 4.5 and Proposition 5.2 to 
prove that every odd manic sixth degree polynomial over every even finite 
field is a 3-primes polynomial. The idea, in general, is to write each one as 
the sum of a sixth degree, fourth degree, and first degree irreducible. So let 
M=x6+tx5+ax4+flx3+Yx2+iSx+E 
be an arbitrary manic polynomial over k,. We break the argument into 4 
cases: 
Case 1. q > 8. By Proposition 5.2, there exist a y’ and two irreducibles 
Pl,2=~6+~~5 +(a+ 1)x4+f?'x3 +~'x~+~;x+E; 
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and 
where /I’ # B and S; # S;. By Theorem 4.5, there exists an irreducible of the 
form 
P, =x4 + (j? + /I’) x3 + (y + y’) x2 +-(6 + s: + 1) x + EN, 
where i is either 1 or 2. Letting P3 = x + (E + E; + E”), we see that we have 
written M = P,, i + P, + P,. 
Case 2. q = 8. A computer listing of the fourth degree irreducibles over 
kg (done on a Zenith Z-150 using Turbo Pascal) reveals that for every non- 
zero trace and arbitrary second coefficient, there exists a full set (i.e., 8) 
third coefficients. Hence, unlike in the proof of Proposition 5.2, in this case 
we need only eliminate the possibility that among sixth degree irreducibles, 
there might be a pair of first and second coefficients matched with a single 
third coefficient. But were this the case, there could be at most (8)(8)(7) = 
448 sixth degree irreducibles with that pair of leading coefficients, but by 
Proposition 5.1 there are at least (84 - 82)/6 = 672 such polynomials. This 
contradition forces us to conclude that every pair of first and second coef- 
ficients has at least two third coeficients matched with it, and so we may 
select 
P,=X6+5X5+(a+1)X4+jT’X3+y’x2+8’X+E’ (P’ z BIT 
P2=x4+(~+~‘)x3+(y+y’)X2+(6+B’+1)X+E”, 
and 
P3 = x + (E + E’ + E”), 
obtaining M = P, + P, + P,. 
Case 3. q=4. A computer listing of the 670 (= (46-43-42+4)/6) 
manic sixth degree irreducibles over k4 reveals that all possible com- 
binations of first, second, and third coefficients exist (in fact, there are never 
fewer than 6 of any combination). Combining this with Corollary 3.4, 
which says that for q = 4 all possible combinations of first and second coef- 
ficients exist in irreducible cubits, we see that. we can write M as 
P, + P, + P, where 
and 
P, = x + (E + E’ + E”). 
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Case 4. q = 2. Here we need only deal with M odd, so we may assume 
that M has an o.dd number of nonzero terms and that M’s constant term is 
1. A computer listing of the 9 (= (26 - 23 - 2* + 2)/6) manic sixth degree 
irreducibles over k, reveals that all combinations of first, second, and third 
coefficients exist except for the case T’ = 1, a’ = 1, /I’ = 1. Hence unless M is 
of the form x6+x5+x4+0x3+..., we may proceed exactly as in the end 
of the proof of Theorem 3.6. We are left finally with the two odd 
polynomials M=x6+x5+x4+x2+ 1 and M=x6+x5+x4+x+l, but 
both of these are themselves irreducible, and so we may write 
lv=M+x+x. 
We have thus proved: 
THEOREM 5.3. Every odd manic sixth degree polynomial over every jinite 
field of charactristic 2 is a 3-primes polynomial. 
If we now combine Theorems 2.3, 3.6, 3.9, and 5.3, we obtain 
Theorem 1.1, which was our goal. 
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